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ABSTRACT The two small European crakes, Little Crake Porzana 
parva and Baillon's Crake P. pusilla, usually provide only fleeting 
views. It is, therefore, very important for observers to know and 
to concentrate instantly on the diagnostic features, which are 
examined in detail and summarised. 

Unlike that of other difficult pairs of species in the West Palearctic, the 
identification of Little Porzana parva and Baillon's Crakes P. pusilla has been 
covered reasonably well in the last three or so decades by, for example, Wallace 
(1976), Cramp & Simmons (1980) and, lately, by Becker & Schmidt (1990), 
Jonsson (1992) and Bradshaw (1993). We consider, however, that there is still 
room for the following lines, which are based on material gathered over many 
years' observations of hundreds of individuals of both species in Israel and Europe 
and extensive examination of skins. 

The principal objective of the following text is to point out the main features 
to be noted, and not to go into too much unnecessary detail that will not affect 
the process of separating the two species in the field. 

Distribution and habitat 

Both Little and Baillon's Crakes frequent marshes, shallow swamps, riparian 
thickets and stream or pond margins with abundant cover, breeding widely but 
patchily in much of central and southern Europe, with restricted or casual nesting 
in the Middle East and North Africa. Little Crake (which also breeds east to 
Kazakhstan) winters from the south Mediterranean region and North and Central 
Africa east to India. Baillon's breeds more widely east to Indonesia and Australasia 
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and in southern and eastern Africa; Palearctic populations winter largely in 
southern subtropical and tropical areas. Typically, both species are very secretive 
and largely nocturnal, being observed most frequently during the very early or late 
hours of daylight (when their activities can be very noticeable). 

General features 

These are the two most closely similar of the West Palearctic crakes. Both are 
typically smaller and more slender-looking than the much bulkier Spotted P. 
porzana and vagrant Sora P. Carolina, which always appear distinctly larger and 
heavy-bellied, and both also have well-defined black-and-white barring on the 
undertail-coverts; Spotted and Sora Crakes have plain buffish or whitish 
undertail-coverts, but beware rare individuals with undertail-covert markings 
ranging from dark tips to almost perfect barring. Otherwise, Little and Baillon's 
differ in most aspects of plumage. Interestingly, Little shows clear sexual 
dimorphism (adult male with rich olive-buff-brown upperparts and slate-blue face 
and underparts, but adult female predominantly suffused buff and brown above 
and below), whereas adult Baillon's shows very little or no plumage difference 
between the sexes and thus resembles adult male Little; juvenile and first-winter 
Baillon's recall female Little of the same age. 

Structural differences 

The basic distinguishing criterion in all plumages is wing structure. The primary 
projection of Little is distinctly longer (almost comparable to tertial length, with 
at least five well-spaced primary tips visible) compared with Baillon's (on which 
projection varies from one-quarter of tertial length to almost completely 
concealed, though often shows three to four closely spaced and bunched primary 
tips beyond the longest tertial); but beware Baillon's with missing tertials, or, more 
commonly, with wings not fully folded, which may, when viewed from above, 
produce apparent long projection as on Little. Less obvious structural differences 
include Little's relatively longer wedge-shaped tail (but only slightly longer than 
greater extension of folded wing) and its more slender and long-necked general 
appearance. 

Separating adult males 

Apart from Little's longer wing extension, the most constant and practical features 
distinguishing it from Baillon's are its red bill base (green on Baillon's), and its 
black-and-white barring on body sides normally being restricted to the rear body 
and not or only just reaching the leg line (on Baillon's, barring always extends 
well in front of leg line). Otherwise, Little is a muddy olive-brown above (never 
chestnut-brown as Baillon's), its scapulars and tertials show narrower blackish 
centres with wide paler olive-buff-brown fringes (rather than Baillon's Crake's 
broader blackish centres with narrow and warmer brown fringes), and the slate-
blue of its face extends higher above the eye than on Baillon's. All male Little 
Crakes from first summer onwards have reduced white flecks above which are 
largely blotch-like in shape, whereas Baillon's is much more heavily marked with 
white streaks and ring-shaped spots. 
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Fig. 1. Little Porzana parva and Baillon's Crakes P. pusilla (Alan Harris). (Reproduced by 
permission of Macmillan Publishers Ltd) 

Top left, male Little Crake Top right, female Little Crake 

Centre, juvenile Little Crake 

Bottom left, adult Baillon's Crake Bottom right, juvenile Baillon's Crake 

FACING PAGE 

Plate 21. Adult female Little Crake Porzana parva, Eilat, Israel, September 1986 (Hadoram 
Shirihai). This plumage and the red basal spot on bill are not shown by Baillon's Crake P. pusilla 
(adult female of which resembles adult male); note that both species have red iris. 
Plate 22. Juvenile Little Crake Porzana parva, Eilat, Israel, September 1986 (Hadoram 
Shirihai). Note lack of prominent reddish basal bill spot, but most of lower mandible still mainly 
yellowish (predominantly greenish on Baillon's Crake P. pusilla); juveniles of both species have 
a dark olive-brown iris. 

Plate 23. Adult Baillon's Crake Porzana pusilla, Eilat, Israel, March 1984 (Hadoram 
Shirihai). Note more uniform, mainly green, bill colour. 
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Distinguishing adult female Little Crake 

The plumage of adult female Little Crake resembles the buff-brown juvenile or 
first-winter plumage of both species, but a deep and uniform red iris indicates 
adult; there is no corresponding plumage of Baillon's, as adult female Baillon's 
more closely resembles the adult male. Otherwise, adult female Little has a 
green-yellow bill with a quite large red base, a long primary projection, paler and 
broader sandy-buff tertial and scapular fringes with narrower dark centres, and 
reduced body-side barring (extending just slightly in front of the leg line), all 
unlike juvenile and first-winter Baillon's. 

Separating immatures 

Juvenile and first-winter plumage exists at least until late autumn and winter, 
when adult plumage is gradually attained. Good ageing criteria for immatures 
are: iris colour, which is olive-brown (female) or olive-brown with some orange 
and red (male), as against deep red of adult; white tips to at least the inner 
primaries (although these are normally concealed by tertials on Baillon's), 
whereas adult lacks white primary tips; and heavier barring below. Little differs 
from Baillon's in having a longer 'primary extension' (see above), bill with dark 
green upper mandible and tip and with extensive yellow and often also a small 
amount of reddish-orange at base on lower mandible (rather than the fairly 
uniform dark olive-green bill of Baillon's), and in having much paler fringes to 
scapulars and tertials with slightly narrower dark centres (Baillon's has broader 
centres and narrower and warmer-coloured fringes). The general ground colour 
of Litde's upperparts and upperwing-coverts is paler olive-brown (warmer 
rufous-brown on Baillon's), and these areas have far fewer white flecks than on 
Baillon's: on Little, the white flecks on the upperside are more like small blotches 
and are normally restricted to the inner mantle and back and to the greater 
coverts; on Baillon's, the white flecks often tend to be more streak-shaped and 
ring-shaped and extend widely over most upperpart feathers, including rump 
and uppertail-coverts and both median and greater coverts, where they are often 
arranged in rows to form a double wingbar (though normally heavily and 
irregularly scattered on wing-coverts to give fully spotted wings). Both species at 
this age are heavily barred below, but Little's strong black-and-white barring is 
confined chiefly to the rear body and upper flanks, with less on belly or breast 
(much heavier barring of Baillon's often reaches flanks and belly). Little's 
supercilium is much broader and deeper and contrastingly bordered by the much 
darker crown; Baillon's crown is much less dark and less sharply demarcated, 
often fading into (or intermixed with) the narrower, indistinct and buff or grey-
brown supercilium. 

Leg colour 

The two species have quite similar olive-green legs, but those of adult Little are 
sometimes slightly tinged with yellow, whereas those of Baillon's often appear a 
deeper and darker green. The same applies to juveniles, but Baillon's Crake's 
legs then often have a slight fleshy-brown element (though still predominantly 
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Voice 

Both sexes of Little have a sharp alarm call, 'kweck'; the male's song is a loud, 
accelerating 'kuak...kuak kuak-kuak-kwa-wa-a-a-a', while unpaired females have a 
shorter song, a rapid 'keck-kuek-kuekwrrr'. Baillon's has generally a faster and 
more jarring trill than Little's, and often gives a 'kek' or 'tek', but the male's call 
and song are usually 'chrrrr-wirr-wirr' or 'trrrr-trrrr-trrr', reminiscent of several 
frog species; alarm 'tyiuk' or 'check'. 
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